**TYPICAL CURB DETAIL**

**NOT TO SCALE**

**NOTES:**
1. Top of curb shall be pitched for drainage.
2. Level equipment between 4x4 and legs.
3. Refer to installation procedures.
4. Provide pressure treated framing as bracing every 16" o.c.
5. All lumber must be westernized.

**INSTALLATION PROCEDURE FOR ROOF CURB ON AN INVERTED COAL TAR ROOF SYSTEM**

1. Remove ballast, filter fabric, & insulation, fold back slip sheet. Save material for reinstallation later.
2. Cut out roof membrane, leave vapor barrier and set curb on roof deck.
3. Fasten curb to deck.
4. Cut membrane back 2" on all sides of curb and install bitumen dam.
5. Install 4" cant strip, if necessary.
6. Install 4 plies of coal tar pitch type I and 15# tar saturated organic felt. Extend each ply at least 4" farther onto existing roof than the preceding ply.
7. Install Koppers 2045M flashing including Koppers hot polyester backing ply with type III steep asphalt in accordance with Koppers spec. #182. Coat with coal tar pitch at bottom of flashing.
8. Reinstall items removed in line 1.
9. Line perimeter of curb with 2"x2"x2" pavers (3000 PSI minimum) (3,000 lb. psi min)
10. Install copper cap.